Mar 08, 2007

RE: NRES-D-06-00067R1, entitled "Meta-analysis of Pelvic Floor Muscle Training: Randomized Controlled Trials in Incontinent Women"

Dear Dr. Palmer,

I am pleased to inform you that your work has now been accepted for publication in Nursing Research. All manuscript materials will be forwarded to the production staff for placement in an upcoming issue. Some editing may be done on your manuscript before it is forwarded to the publisher. In the meantime, we have a couple of questions that can be emailed to (Sherry) handfing@email.unc.edu:

1) Page 1 of text, first sentence from the Abrams et al quote: "...involuntary leakage OR urine,". Should "or" be "of"? Please check.

2) Please check the p = .000 values throughout. These should be greater than 0.

It is not clear at this time just when your article will appear in print. Before publication, you will receive your typeset manuscript from the managing editor for your review. Printing schedules require that you return the copy to the publisher within 48 hours of receipt. Please notify us immediately of any change in your address so that unnecessary delay can be avoided.

We would like to post on the Nursing Research Editor's Web site [http://www.nursing-research-editor.com/authors/open.php] the original manuscript on which you are a co-author that was submitted to Nursing Research simultaneously with the print publication of your article. The reviews on your manuscript were balanced and instructive. I am asking the permission of the reviewers to post their reviews of your manuscript also.

The posting includes this introduction to readers: "At Nursing Research we are taking a first step in open peer review. Readers have found this feature instructive. Posting information on published manuscripts allows you to read the peer reviews, examine how manuscripts are revised based on them, and understand the contribution of the editorial office. The originally submitted manuscript is posted; you may compare it with the published article. You may review the other manuscripts that have been posted at the URL above."

Would you please send this request to your co-authors? We will not post the original manuscript without the permission of all the authors. We hope that you will be enthusiastic about this project. We think it will be very helpful to authors of articles in nursing research journals. Please visit our Website at http://nursing-research-editor.com for further information. Thank you for submitting your research to Nursing Research. We look forward to hearing from you.

Thank you for submitting your interesting and important work to the journal.